
Monday
10/15/2018

Teacher Duty Day

Tuesday
10/16/2018

Extra Resources
Attachments
HWWeekof1015Due1019.pdf
LongDivisionTicTacToeFREE.pdf
CrackingtheClassroomCodeSolarSystemScienceEscapeRoom.pdf
solarsstemanchor.jpg
solarsystemorderanchor.jpg
anchorchartsolarsytem.jpg
dividinganchorchart.jpg

Intervention

Math
LEARNING TARGET: I can
divide up to 4-digits by
2-digits using the partial
quotients method.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Review division and how it

relates to multiplication
with basic scenarios.

• Review dividend = the
number you are breaking
apart or dividing by (your
total) and divisor = the
number of times you are
dividing by or the number
of equal groups

• Teach how to solve for
whole-number quotients
with up to 4-digit dividends
and 2-digit divisors using
the partial quotients
strategy

Wednesday
10/17/2018

Early Release

Extra Resources
DIVISION RESOURCES
Attachments
5.nbt.6interactivenotebook.pdf
5thGradeDividingWholeNumbersLeadingtoFractionsTaskCards.pdf
DifferentiatedLongDivisionScavengerHuntHotDiggityDogDivision.pdf
DivisionInterprettheRemainderTaskCards.pdf
DivisionTaskCardswithQRCodesLevelA.zip
DivisionUsingPartialQuotientsandAreaModel.pdf
FlipforMathStepbyStepFlipBookDividingUsingPartialQuotientMethod.pdf
LongDivisionColorbyNumberDoandDesign.zip
LongDivisionStepbyStep.pdf
MultiplicationandDivisionProjectBasedLearningPBLandEnrichment.pdf
RollandAnswerCommonCoreMathCentersNBT.pdf
ScaffoldedLongDivisionPracticePacket28pagesofdifferentiatedproblems.pdf
TwoDigitDivisionColorbyNumbernoremainders.pdf

Math
LEARNING TARGET: I can
divide up to 4-digits by
2-digits using the partial
quotients method.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Continue practicing partial

quotients (4-digits divided
by 2-digits)

• Exit Slip: Dividing by
2-Digit Divisors Form A

CENTERS:

Thursday
10/18/2018

Extra Resources

Intervention

Math
LEARNING TARGET: I can
divide up to 4-digits by
2-digits using the partial
quotients method.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Continue practicing partial

quotients (4-digits divided
by 2-digits)

• Exit Slip: Dividing by
2-Digit Divisors Form B

CENTERS:
Small Group: teacher pulls
groups for remediation based
on classwork/exit ticket

Technology:
--IXL D.12 and D.14
--iReady

Making Meaning/
Application:
--Problem of the day 9-1
through 9-5
--Interactive Notebook:
Division Word Problems
Flaps
--Daily Math Practice Journal:
Pg. 21
--Task Cards: Multiply and
Divide Whole Numbers Task
Cards

Friday
10/19/2018

Extra Resources

Intervention

Math
LEARNING TARGET: I can
divide up to 4-digits by
2-digits using the partial
quotients method.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Continue practicing partial

quotients (4-digits divided
by 2-digits)

• Formative - Division with
Partial Quotients

CENTERS:
Small Group: teacher pulls
groups for remediation based
on classwork/exit ticket

Technology:
--IXL D.12 and D.14
--iReady

Making Meaning/
Application:
--Problem of the day 9-1
through 9-5
--Interactive Notebook:
Division Word Problems
Flaps
--Daily Math Practice Journal:
Pg. 21
--Task Cards: Multiply and
Divide Whole Numbers Task
Cards
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• Exit Slip: Dividing by
1-Digit Divisors

• For parents:
http://www.khanacademy.org/
math/arithmetic-home/
multiply-divide/mult-digit-
div-2/v/partial-quotient-
division

• For parents:
http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=gNSALZQdjvY

• Example:

CENTERS:
Small Group: teacher pulls
groups for remediation based
on classwork/exit ticket

Technology:
--IXL D.12 and D.14
--iReady

Small Group: teacher pulls
groups for remediation based
on classwork/exit ticket

Technology:
--IXL D.12 and D.14
--iReady

Making Meaning/
Application:
--Problem of the day 9-1
through 9-5
--Interactive Notebook:
Division Word Problems
Flaps
--Daily Math Practice Journal:
Pg. 21
--Task Cards: Multiply and
Divide Whole Numbers Task
Cards
--Application: Interpreting
Remainders Task Cards

Extension:
--Spot the error cards
--Multi-step task cards

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: area model,
dividend, divisor, factor,
product, quotient, rectangular
array, standard algorithm

RESOURCES:

Science
LEARNING TARGET: I can
identify the following
objects of the Solar
System-sun, planets,
moons, asteroids, comets-

--Application: Interpreting
Remainders Task Cards

Extension:
--Spot the error cards
--Multi-step task cards

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: area model,
dividend, divisor, factor,
product, quotient, rectangular
array, standard algorithm

RESOURCES:

Science
LEARNING TARGET: I can
identify the following
objects of the Solar
System-sun, planets,
moons, asteroids, comets-
and identify the Earth's
position in it.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: Using the digital
textbook T will discuss
more details about the
inner and outer planets.
(click on the tile labeled
inner and outer planets
under the solar system
section) T will use the
digital textbook to discuss
Revolution and Rotate
showing video clips as a
visual. Earth rotates on its
axis one time every 24
hours. Earth revolves

--Application: Interpreting
Remainders Task Cards

Extension:
--Spot the error cards
--Multi-step task cards

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: area model,
dividend, divisor, factor,
product, quotient, rectangular
array, standard algorithm

RESOURCES:

Science
LEARNING TARGET: I can
identify the following
objects of the Solar
System-sun, planets,
moons, asteroids, comets-
and identify the Earth's
position in it.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: Starting with inner
planets students will break
into small groups to
complete a collaborative
poster/facts about the inner
planets.

APPLICATION: In small
groups students will
complete facts about their
inner planet using
technology and science
book to find the facts for
the poster. Then, SW color
and tape together their
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http://www.khanacademy.org/math/arithmetic-home/multiply-divide/mult-digit-div-2/v/partial-quotient-division
http://www.khanacademy.org/math/arithmetic-home/multiply-divide/mult-digit-div-2/v/partial-quotient-division
http://www.khanacademy.org/math/arithmetic-home/multiply-divide/mult-digit-div-2/v/partial-quotient-division
http://www.khanacademy.org/math/arithmetic-home/multiply-divide/mult-digit-div-2/v/partial-quotient-division
http://www.khanacademy.org/math/arithmetic-home/multiply-divide/mult-digit-div-2/v/partial-quotient-division
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gNSALZQdjvY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gNSALZQdjvY


Making Meaning/
Application:
--Problem of the day 9-1
through 9-5
--Interactive Notebook:
Division Word Problems
Flaps
--Daily Math Practice Journal:
Pg. 21
--Task Cards: Multiply and
Divide Whole Numbers Task
Cards
--Application: Interpreting
Remainders Task Cards

Extension:
--Spot the error cards
--Multi-step task cards

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: area model,
dividend, divisor, factor,
product, quotient, rectangular
array, standard algorithm

RESOURCES:
Standards

MAFS.5.NBT.2.6 Find
whole-number quotients of
whole numbers with up to
four-digit dividends and two-
digit divisors, using strategies
based on place value, the
properties of operations, and/
or the relationship between
multiplication and division.
Illustrate and explain the
calculation by using
equations, rectangular arrays,

and identify the Earth's
position in it.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: Using the
interactive notebook
worksheet "the planets"
SW follow along with T and
take notes in their
notebook about the
planets.
watch
clip: http://app.discoveryeducation.com/
learn/videos/
ac756935-dae9-47ad-8281-0e1843f52d90/ 4:10
min talks about inner and
outer and characteristics.

APPLICATION: Interactive
notebook foldable: SW take
notes about the inner and
outer planets. SW label the
planets and write about the
characteristics of inner and
outer planets.

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: Atmosphere,
asteroid belt, asteroids,
axis, comet, composition,
Earth, gravity, mass, moon,
orbits, planets, revolution/
revolve, rotation/rotate,
Solar System, star, star
pattern/constellation, sun,
tilt.

(orbits) around the sun in
one year.

APPLICATION: Students
will add the new vocabulary
into their science
notebook: Revolve and
Rotate. SW complete the
digital activities throughout
the lesson. (comparing
planets-inner and outer-
drag characteristics to
correct column) teacher
textbook (digital)

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: Atmosphere,
asteroid belt, asteroids,
axis, comet, composition,
Earth, gravity, mass, moon,
orbits, planets, revolution/
revolve, rotation/rotate,
Solar System, star, star
pattern/constellation, sun,
tilt.

RESOURCES: Science
notebook/digital textbook
Standards

SC.5.E.5.3 Distinguish
among the following objects
of the Solar System -- Sun,
planets, moons, asteroids,
comets -- and identify Earth's
position in it. (DOK 3)
SC.5.E.5.2 Recognize the
major common
characteristics of all planets
and compare/contrast the

poster for display to share
with class. (see
attachments)

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: Atmosphere,
asteroid belt, asteroids,
axis, comet, composition,
Earth, gravity, mass, moon,
orbits, planets, revolution/
revolve, rotation/rotate,
Solar System, star, star
pattern/constellation, sun,
tilt.

RESOURCES: collaboration
poster attachment, ipad,
and text book.
Standards

SC.5.E.5.2 Recognize the
major common
characteristics of all planets
and compare/contrast the
properties of inner and outer
planets. (DOK 2)
SC.5.E.5.3 Distinguish
among the following objects
of the Solar System -- Sun,
planets, moons, asteroids,
comets -- and identify Earth's
position in it. (DOK 3)

Attachments
SolarSystemPlanetResearchCollaborativePosters.pdf
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http://app.discoveryeducation.com/learn/videos/ac756935-dae9-47ad-8281-0e1843f52d90/
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and/or area models. (DOK 2)

Attachments
5.nbt.6interactivenotebook.prn
ICANDivideandMultWholeNumber.pdf

Science
LEARNING TARGET: I can
identify the following
objects of the Solar
System-sun, planets,
moons, asteroids, comets-
and identify the Earth's
position in it.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: Using the
Discovery Education book
SW follow along with T
about the solar system. T
will introduce the following
objects in the Solar
System: sun, planets,
moons, asteroids, and
comets.

APPLICATION: SW pair up
with a partner and use the
OR codes in the chapter to
complete activities
throughout the chapter.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE:
Atmosphere, asteroid belt,
asteroids, axis, comet,
composition, Earth, gravity,
mass, moon, orbits,
planets, revolution/revolve,
rotation/rotate, Solar
System, star, star pattern/
constellation, sun, tilt.

RESOURCES: Solar
System and Planets
foldable.
Standards

SC.5.E.5.3 Distinguish
among the following objects
of the Solar System -- Sun,
planets, moons, asteroids,
comets -- and identify Earth's
position in it. (DOK 3)
SC.5.E.5.2 Recognize the
major common
characteristics of all planets
and compare/contrast the
properties of inner and outer
planets. (DOK 2)

Attachments
SolarSystemandPlanetsInteractiveNotebookPages.pdf

properties of inner and outer
planets. (DOK 2)
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RESOURCES: Discovery
Education text book and
Ipads.
Standards

SC.5.E.5.3 Distinguish
among the following objects
of the Solar System -- Sun,
planets, moons, asteroids,
comets -- and identify Earth's
position in it. (DOK 3)
SC.5.E.5.2 Recognize the
major common
characteristics of all planets
and compare/contrast the
properties of inner and outer
planets. (DOK 2)
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